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57% 60%
Applied Facts, theories or 
methods to practical problems 
or new situations

Studies have contributed to them 
thinking more critically and analytically

Rate their relationships 
with other students highly

56% Worked with other students 
on projects or assignments

Connected ideas from subjects/modules 
to prior experience and knowledge

Analysed an idea, experience, 
or line of reasoning in depth by 
examining its parts 

Studies have contributed to them 
working more effectively with others

Rate their interactions with support services highly

65% agree that NCI emphasis providing support to help students succeed academically
62% agree that NCI emphasis providing support for the overall well-being of students 

rate their overall 
experience as good 
or excellent

would choose NCI if 
they were to start their 
studies again

Explored how to apply their learning in the workplace
Rate their relationships with academic staff highly Blended academic learning with workplace experience

Rate their interactions with administrative staff 

Learned something that changes the way they 
understand an issue or concept

Evaluated a point of view, 
decision, or information source 

67% 
Formed an understanding or 
new idea from various pieces 
of information 

Studies have contributed to them 
solving complex real-world problems

Tried to better understand someone else's 
views by imaging how an issue looking from 
their perspective

Combined ideas from different subjects/
modules when completing assignments

Examined strengths and weakness of own 
view on a topic or issue

Student Survey 2022
Breakdown of Students who Responded to the Survey at NCI

What NCI Students Said in the Survey
Learning Experience

Working with 
Other Students

People Careers

Overall Satisfaction
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Teaching 
Practices

6.

8.

10.

Support9.

68% 65% 44%
Clearly explained course 
goals and requirements

Used examples or 
illustrations to explain 
difficult points

Taught in an 
organised way

Provided prompt and detailed 
feedback on tests or completed
assignments


